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The natural resource equities market, as represented by the 

S&P Global Natural Resource Equities Index, had a total 

return of 0.41% in the first quarter (in U.S. dollars, net of 

dividend withholding taxes). 

Investment Review 

Natural resource equities had a small gain in the first quarter 

amid reduced global growth expectations and 

macroeconomic concerns. Inflation exceeded expectations in 

many countries in the quarter and recession fears mounted 

amid turmoil in the U.S. and European banking industries. We 

believe, though not systemic, there may be lingering impacts 

from the recent banking sector challenge which are likely to 

drive tighter lending standards (particularly in the U.S.) and 

reduced corporate spending. These both increase the risk of 

recession and, potentially, cyclically lower demand for natural 

resources.  

Metals & mining companies (5.1% total return1) were partially 

driven by optimism around China reopening. Steel (13.2%), 

particularly U.S. names, rose as hot-rolled coil steel prices 

were higher than expected, with lead times extending into the 

spring construction season. Gold miners (10.8%) benefited 

from an uncertain inflation outlook and stress in the financial 

sector, with slowing economic growth and a weaker U.S. 

dollar supporting the precious metals complex. The diversified 

metals & mining subsector (–0.6%) struggled, with weakness 

in iron ore and base metals producers. Copper prices 

remained firm on China’s recovery and supply disruptions in 

Chile and Peru. 

Agribusiness (–1.5%) performance was soft despite healthy 

industry fundamentals driven by elevated commodity prices 

and crush margins. Fertilizers & agricultural chemicals (1.0%) 

held up relatively well despite the unwinding of the Russian 

war premium and the collapse of natural gas prices (owing to 

the warm winter in Europe). Fertilizer prices appear to be 

troughing, with nitrogen prices approaching the cost of 

production. Agricultural products (–7.3%) underperformed, 

driven partly by reduced global soybean crush margins, with 

vegetable oil oversupply pressuring fats prices. 

The energy sector (–2.6%) declined as oil prices slipped to 

15-month lows in mid-March on macroeconomic concerns. 

However, prices partially rebounded by quarter-end as 

pipeline disruptions in Iraq’s Kurdistan region and a jump in 

U.S. refinery utilization began drawing down global stockpiles. 

Natural gas prices declined to levels not seen since 2020, as 

strong production combined with weak residential/commercial 

demand due to warmer-than-normal winter weather. Oil & gas 

refining & marketing (–1.3%) and integrated oil & gas (–1.5%) 

held up relatively well as refining cracks, while down from the 

previous quarter, remained above mid-cycle prices. Within oil 

& gas equipment & services (–9.6%), international names 

outperformed North American–exposed operators due to 

Index Characteristics 

  S&P Global Natural Resources Index (Net) 

 Consensus Long-Term EPS Growth  -0.2%  

 Price/Earnings  9.3x  

 Price-to Cash Flow  4.8x  

 Price/Book  1.6x  

 Price/Sales  0.9x  

 Dividend Yield  4.3%  

 5-Year Cash Flow Growth  15.6%  

 Weighted Average Market Cap.  $83.8B  

 Median Market Cap.  $21.9B  

 Number of Holdings  90  

Source: Cohen & Steers. 
Characteristics are market capitalization-weighted averages of estimates for companies in 
the S&P Global Natural Resources Index (Net) and are subject to change over time. 

 

Index Performance (US$) 

 
  

S&P Global Natural Resources Index 
(Net) 

 Q1 2023  0.41%  

 1 Year  -5.62%  

 3 Year  26.88%  

 5 Year  7.11%  

 10 Year  4.44%  

Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results.  
Risk of loss is possible. 
This information is not representative of any Cohen & Steers account and no such 
account will seek to replicate an index. You cannot invest directly in an index and index 
performance does not reflect the deduction of fees, expenses or taxes. 
Periods greater than 12 months are annualized. 
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higher activity in the Middle East and offshore.  

Investment Outlook 

Natural resource equities across all sectors—energy, 

agriculture and mining—are well situated secularly given 

generally tight supply and demand fundamentals. While the 

macro environment remains in flux and we are experiencing a 

deceleration in global growth, we believe that supply 

challenges will support commodity prices during a downcycle 

and lead to a strong recovery as global growth reaccelerates. 

Many market participants view recent supply challenges as 

transitory, but we believe they will remain persistent given 

resource challenges, operating expense inflation, and an 

unwillingness by most management teams to invest in new 

production. 

China’s economic recovery and strong growth in India will be 

tailwinds for many commodities in 2023 and beyond, in our 

opinion. While China’s recovery may remain bumpy, its 

reopening should stimulate commodity demand and, 

therefore, support natural resource equities. We anticipate 

favorable agribusiness trends will continue throughout 2023, 

as Argentina will be largely out of the global export market 

due to a poor, drought-affected harvest. 

We believe the risk/reward profile in energy equities is 

compelling. The embargoes on Russian crude oil and crude 

products could take material supply off the market at a time 

when inventories are already tight. Valuations in the sector 

remain compelling, while cash returns and capital discipline 

are strong focal points for management teams. We are 

overweight companies that we believe will have the highest 

rates of change in shareholder return. 

(1) All sector returns in this commentary are in local currencies. Sector classification of 
securities in the index is determined by the investment advisor. 
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Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results.  
Risk of loss is possible. 
This is not an inducement to buy or sell commodity interests. Strategies and funds 
that trade in commodity interests involve a risk of loss. Investors should consider 
whether such services or products are suitable investments. 
The S&P Global Natural Resources Index-net includes the largest publicly-traded 
companies in natural resources and commodities businesses that meet specific investability 
requirements and is net of dividend withholding taxes. 
Index Source: The “S&P Global Natural Resources Index (Net)” is a product of S&P Dow 
Jones Indices LLC or its affiliates (“SPDJI”) and has been licensed for use by Cohen & 
Steers.  Standard & Poor’s® and S&P® are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s 
Financial Services LLC (“S&P”); Dow Jones® is a registered trademark of Dow Jones 
Trademark Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”); and these trademarks have been licensed for use 
by SPDJI and sublicensed for certain purposes by Cohen & Steers.  Cohen & Steers’ 
investment strategy or fund is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by SPDJI, Dow 
Jones, S&P, their respective affiliates, and none of such parties make any representation 
regarding the advisability of investing in such product(s) nor do they have any liability for 
any errors, omissions, or interruptions of the S&P Global Natural Resources Index (Net).  
Important Risk Considerations: Investing involves risk, including entire loss of capital 
invested. There can be no assurance that the investment strategy will meet its investment 
objectives. Diversification is not guaranteed to ensure a profit or protect against loss. 
The market value of securities of natural resource companies may be affected by numerous 
factors, including events occurring in nature, inflationary pressures and international 
politics. Because the strategy invests significantly in natural resource companies, there is 
the risk that the strategy will perform poorly during a downturn in the natural resource 
sector. 
For investors in the Middle East: This document is for information purposes only. It does 
not constitute of form part of any marketing initiative, any offer to issue or sell, or solicitation 
of any offer to subscribe or purchase, any products, strategies or other services nor shall it 
or the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any 
contract resulting therefrom. In the event of that the recipient of this document wishes to 
receive further information with regard to any products, strategies, other services, it shall 
specifically request the same in writing from us. 
An investor cannot invest directly in an index and index performance does not reflect the 
deduction of any fees, expenses or taxes. Index comparisons have limitations as volatility 
and other characteristics may differ from a particular investment. The Fund is actively 
managed. The composition of the Fund is not constrained by the composition of the 
benchmark. 
The views and opinions in the preceding commentary are as of the date of publication and 
are subject to change. There is no guarantee that any historical trend discussed above will 
be repeated in the future, and there is no way to predict precisely when such a trend might 
begin. 
There is no guarantee that any market forecast or investment objective set forth will be 
achieved. This material should not be relied upon as investment advice, does not constitute 
a recommendation to buy or sell a security or other investment and is not intended to 
predict the performance of any investment. 
Cohen & Steers Capital Management, Inc. (Cohen & Steers) is a registered investment 
advisory firm that provides investment management services to corporate retirement, public 
and union retirement plans, endowments, foundations and mutual funds. Cohen & Steers 
Asia Limited is authorized and regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission of 
Hong Kong (ALZ367). Cohen & Steers Japan Limited is a registered financial instruments 
operator (investment advisory and agency business and discretionary investment 
management business with the Financial Services Agency of Japan and the Kanto Local 
Finance Bureau No. 3157) and is a member of the Japan Investment Advisers Association. 
Cohen & Steers UK Limited is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority (FRN458459). Cohen & Steers Ireland Limited is regulated by the Central Bank 
of Ireland (No.C188319). 
 

Index Sector Performance 

Sector Q1 2023 

Metals & Mining  5.13 %  

Timber  -0.52 %  

Agribusiness  -1.48 %  

Energy  -2.61 %  

Others  -3.12 %  

Source: Cohen & Steers. 
Sector returns are in local currencies. Sector classification of securities in the index are 
determined by the investment advisor. 
Data quoted represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results.  
Risk of loss is possible. This information is not representative of any Cohen & Steers 
account and no such account will seek to replicate an index. You cannot invest directly in 
an index and index performance does not reflect the deduction of any fees, expenses or 
taxes. 

 


